Effect of Boron Doping on the Wear Behavior of the Growth and Nucleation Surfaces of Micro- and Nanocrystalline Diamond Films.
B-doped diamond has become the ultimate material for applications in the field of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), which require both highly wear resistant and electrically conductive diamond films and microstructures. Despite the extensive research of the tribological properties of undoped diamond, to date there is very limited knowledge of the wear properties of highly B-doped diamond. Therefore, in this work a comprehensive investigation of the wear behavior of highly B-doped diamond is presented. Reciprocating sliding tests are performed on micro- and nanocrystalline diamond (MCD, NCD) films with varying B-doping levels and thicknesses. We demonstrate a linear dependency of the wear rate of the different diamond films with the B-doping level. Specifically, the wear rate increases by a factor of 3 between NCD films with 0.6 and 2.8 at. % B-doping levels. This increase in the wear rate can be linked to a 50% decrease in both hardness and elastic modulus of the highly B-doped NCD films, as determined by nanoindentation measurements. Moreover, we show that fine-grained diamond films are more prone to wear. Particularly, NCD films with a 3× smaller grain size but similar B-doping levels exhibit a double wear rate, indicating the crucial role of the grain size on the diamond film wear behavior. On the other hand, MCD films are the most wear-resistant films due to their larger grains and lower B-doping levels. We propose a graphical scheme of the wear behavior which involves planarization and mechanochemically driven amorphization of the surface to describe the wear mechanism of B-doped diamond films. Finally, the wear behavior of the nucleation surface of NCD films is investigated for the first time. In particular, the nucleation surface is shown to be susceptible to higher wear compared to the growth surface due to its higher grain boundary line density.